Abstract: This paper develops the concept of technicity to think through how technology shapes spatio-temporal perception. It applies this concept of technicity to the development of skilled play in the fighting videogame, Street
Introduction
'There is no space and time apart from the technical mediations through which selected events . . . are linked' (Mackenzie 2001 page 241-2) .
"That each hour, minute and second comes to seem as though it does not have to be negotiated but simply slides by, is the result of the density of intermediaries" (Glennie and Thrift 2002 page 156) .
In this paper, I develop the concept of technicity to theorise how technology operates to constitutively shape the spatio-temporal awareness, or what could be termed the 'phenomenality', of human beings. Following Mackenzie and Thrift and Glennie, the paper recognizes the multiple technical, material and bodily intermediaries that make time 'appear' in particular ways in particular contexts. In doing so, the paper expands insights around the nature of these 'spacings' and 'timings' (Cooren et al 2005) to think about how sensitivities to time become naturalized into bodily practice.
I outline a concrete example of how the human sensorium is becoming recalibrated in relation to a specific practice: playing and learning to play the arcade fighting videogame Street Fighter IV (hereafter referred to as SF IV). I point to how the development of habit and skill in relation to these technologies is central in the production of new bodily capacities of time sensitivity. As Cote puts it, "There is no a priori or natural configuration of the human sensorium; rather… sensory perception is only ever calibrated in relation to techn [ology] " (Coté, 2010 , no pagination, also see Wolff 2010) .
Any account of perceptual awareness has to consider the specific technologies through which making sense is enabled, gathered and sensitised within particular material contexts and assemblages. While SF IV may seem a colloquial and minor example, the specialist nature of its practice and the explicit formalisation of the knowledges it requires provide a great opportunity to investigate how digital technologies alter the capacities of sense for those who use them. In particular, SF IV is an example that demonstrates how new vocabularies for measuring and perceiving time are coming into existence. As such, the issues that SF IV raises can be used to lay the theoretical groundwork to begin to think more broadly about the relationships between technology and sensory awareness.
In developing this case, the paper furthers emerging concerns in geography around post-phenomenology (Ihde 2003 , Simpson 2009 , Ash 2010 and, in particular, the concept of 'phenomenality' (see Thrift, 2007; . For
Hart, an emphasis on phenomenality, rather than phenomena, shifts attention from the object that appears to how that object appears (2007 p39) . Or, in other words, the term phenomena refers to what an entity is (for consciousness) while phenomenality refers to the process by which that entity comes to be potentially intelligible for consciousness: "phenomenality corresponds not to qualitative properties of consciousness (qualia), but to the qualitative appearance of the world for consciousness" (Thompson, Lutz and Cosmelli 2005 p15) . For Dewsbury, phenomenality refers to "the ways in which, through different systems and technologies the world can be made present and thus different, instead of accepting the implicitly universal phenomena of the world as perceived by subjects" (2010, page 149) . For Dewsbury and Cloke, phenomenality is a concept used to "firmly take the intentional and personal subject out of the equation of phenomenology" (2009, page 705) .
Here, I want to define phenomenality as a process through which the spatiotemporal limits of sense are organised. In other words, phenomenality encompasses how the past, present and future appear as specific modes of potential and how these modes are actively fixed for human perception as a kind of spatio-temporal envelope through a variety of body-technology assemblages. The paper attends to some of the ways in which these processes operate and become habitual in local socialities and contexts. In the case of highly motivated SF IV players, these habits are actively excavated through practice, discussion and the development of new vocabularies of language. I argue that the development of these skills can be understood as the contextually appropriate deployment of habituated action. Thinking through the relationship between habit and skill allows us to understand how these forms of action can be simultaneously intentional and conscious, and unconscious and implicit.
The paper also contributes to geographers' interest in code and software in relation to the governmental effects of technology. Much of this work has emphasised the inhibiting nature of technological environments. For example, Dodge and Kitchin have argued we should attend to the 'codespace' that orders the backgrounds of human environments because of the intense "regulatory power" of code (2004, page 205) . As Adey puts it, code can operate to 'secure and sort ' (2004) bodies and objects into particular categories of threat, or it can work to spatially shape and control bodily movement (Budd and Adey, 2009) . While the work of identifying who is in control of these processes of inhibiting is important, the point is that bodies always exist in a inhibiting/disinhibiting relationship with any environment. Rather than simply inhibiting thought and action, practices of technology use can actively be used to disinhibit and recalibrate the temporal perception of users.
Technologies are worked into the practices of bodies and directly reorganise the perceptual capacities of these bodies. Accounts of control should therefore take into account this dual process of inhibition and disinhibition. The emergence of these phenomenalities are not simply imposed from above, but are actively generated and negotiated through the development and training of specific habits of the users themselves.
The empirical material for this paper is based upon interviews, participant observation and video ethnography collected at the UK's largest videogame fighting tournament Super Vs Battle in 2009 and 2010. What makes SF IV and the tournament scene associated with it so interesting is that it provides something of a phenomenological laboratory with which to study processes of perception. Specifically, it allows an investigation of temporal experience that is usually unremarked upon because it exists at the thresholds of conscious awareness. Whereas casual players of the game may have an intuitive awareness of the more complex aspects of the game's underlying systems, individuals visiting and competing at Super Vs Battle are generally more actively involved and skilled in the game. These skilled players have developed a vocabulary (which includes both numbers and words) they can use to verbalise and reflect upon moves and forms of action that require the ability to differentiate between very small units of measured time. Indirectly (and often implicitly) this provides skilled players with forms of temporal awareness that exist at thresholds of consciousness that casual players usually lack. As I argue in sections three and four, the tournament scene and its associated online community consist of a group of individuals who are actively involved in the excavation and investigation of these thresholds as an implicit part of how they learn to play the game better 1 .
The rest of the paper forms four parts. In section two, I review various understandings of the term technicity in order to develop a postphenomenological account of technicity. In section three, I apply this concept of technicity to argue that the 'combo' system of moves in SF IV and the 'frame data' that has been generated to analyse this combo system produces new units for measuring and experiencing time. In section four, I outline how these units are utilised by players to technically inscribe new sensitivities to time within their bodies through habitual techniques. I conclude by arguing that this post-phenemenological account has broader implications in terms of how human phenomenality is becoming orientated around a set of more transparent and ubiquitous technologies that operate to generate particular forms of implicit habit.
Towards a post-phenomenological account of technicity
The concept of technicity has a long and complex history (see Bradley 2011) . Armand and Bradley (2007) Levin, 1999; Cranny-Francis, 2007; Wolff, 2008) .
For Simondon (2009) , technicity refers to the specific 'mentality' of technical objects (also see Bontems 2009 , Vries 2007 . This mentality consists of two postulates. The first being that technical objects are made up of "subsets [that] are relatively detachable from the whole of which they are a part" (2009 page 18), and the second that these objects have a particular homeostatic autonomy or zone of stability in which they can exercise a degree of autonomy. As Simondon puts it, "the majority of technical realities are subject to the existence of a threshold to start up and to maintain their own functioning; above this threshold, they are absurd, self-destructive; below it, they are selfstable" (2009 page 19). To illustrate this, Simondon gives the example of a combustion engine: "An internal combustion engine that is turned off is in a stable state and cannot turn itself on; it needs a certain amount of energy coming from outside, it needs to receive a certain angular speed in order to reach the threshold of self -maintenance, the threshold beyond which it functions as a regime of automatism, with each phase of the cycle preparing the conditions of completion for the following phase" (ibid).
In this case, particular parts of the engine can be detached and replaced when worn out-such as the fan belt-and the engine will still operate in the same way. This illustrates the first postulate of technicity. At the same time, the engine also demonstrates the second postulate; once started, the engine will continue to cycle as long as fuel is fed to it. For Massumi, Simondon's account of the technical object is based around a distinction between potentiality and actuality, in which any particular object is always undergoing a process of:
"individuation-an event of taking-form-whose past conditioning pre-contains the coming potential of its functional autonomy within certain parameters. The parameters are homeostatic, or equilibriumtending. The key point is that the moment of technical mentality-the technicity of the technical object-is always immanent to a material event of taking-form". (Massumi 2009 page 42) .
In developing Simondon's account, Mackenzie explains that, ''technicity' refers to a specific virtuality or eventfulness associated with technical mediations. At the risk of misunderstanding, it could be said that technicity is a term for the historical mode of existence of technical mediations" (2001 page 237).
In summary, Simondon, Massumi and Mackenzie theorise technicity as a way in which technical objects exist in the world. Within geography, the concept of technicity has mainly been developed in this sense as "the productive power of technology to make things happen" (Dodge and Kitchin 2005 page 162, see also Dodge 2011, Galloway 2004; , Thrift 2005 . However, as Armand and Bradley argue, the concept of technicity, as developed by writers such as Derrida (1976), does not refer simply to technology as productive.
Instead technicity refers to the originary nature of technology to human life. "[T]echnicity names something which can no longer be seen as just a series of prostheses or technical artefacts-which would be merely 'supplemental' (or supernumerary) to our nature-but the basic and enabling condition of our life-world. From the watch we wear to the server we log into, we exist prosthetically, that is to say, by putting ourselves outside ourselves" (2007 page 3, see also Beardsworth 1998 , Frabetti 2011 .
Developing the notion, Stiegler argues that technicity refers to the originary capacity for technology to give humans an orientation in time (1998, see also Roberts, 2005 , Camp 2009 ). The technicity of technology works as a "durable fixing of the now" (Stiegler, 1998, page 224; see also Stiegler 2009 page 53) . By this Stiegler means that using technology shapes how the 'now' as a phenomenological experience emerges from a relationship between the memory of the past and the anticipation of the future that is related to an activity in question. As such, Stiegler suggests that the 'now' of perception is not simply 'there' or apparent to human perception but only 'appears' to humans through the sets of equipment and technology that make up the ecology of an environment. Clocks, timetables, hammers and so on implicitly create an experience of the present and a way of relating past memory to future experience. As Heidegger puts it: "That which gets counted when one measures time concernfully, the 'now', gets co-understood in ones concern with the present-athand and the ready-to-hand […] Thus the 'nows' are in a certain manner, co-present-at-hand: that is, entities are encountered and so too is the 'now'. Although it is not said explicitly that the 'nows' are at the same time present as Things, they still get seen ontologically within the horizon of the idea of presence-athand" (Heidegger, 1962, page 475) .
For example, in swinging a hammer to hit a nail, the user must be aware of why they are performing that action (perhaps to hang a picture on a wall). This implies a future outside of present experience. At the same time, the ability to swing the hammer relies upon past experience or memory. In this way, the experience of a 'present' or 'now' of perception (whether that be conscious or unconscious) is constructed from this equipmental structure. The 'now' therefore has no objective existence and only exists for perception as structured around a dual process of anticipation and memory that actively emerges from an equipmental structure of technology. As Stiegler argues, this process of fixing:
"does not mean to determine but to establish. The tool of what is established is the vice that fixes the object of work, that makes possible both a determination and…the indetermination of the multiplicity of possible determinations" (Stiegler 1998 page, 222) .
Therefore, how the now is established is highly contingent upon, and relative to, the technologies and practices within a specific locality. Hammering, watching a television set or playing a video game actively shape the experience of temporality; engrossed in the television program an hour passes quickly, whilst an hour sweating at building a cabinet may seem much more to the unskilled carpenter. However, this is not merely a subjective take on an objective activity. Stiegler argues that each object acts as a kind of miniature clock that attunes users of that object to different durations of temporality based upon its material structure and interface. As he puts it "concern is always inscribed in a complex of tools and a tool is always inscribed in a finality that itself stems from a mode of temporalisation of temporality" (1998 page 264). Just as one technology establishes the now in a specific way, it also opens up other possibilities for ways of establishing other forms of 'nowness'.
Returning to Simondon, each objects specific technical mentality is central to the establishment of this now. For example, the size and weight of a hammer head would affect the speed and power with which the hammer is swung.
The swing would also be affected by the relative durability of the hammer and the distance and size of the target. The now emerges from the relationship between anticipation and memory (which is itself structured by the technical mentality of the object) that is utilized to swing the hammer. "demand that the new technical media be thought in such a way as to engage critically with the modes of temporalization they engender, with the time-consciousness they may come to constitute, and with the 'programs,' or cultural forms they may produce or be in the process of producing" (James 2010 p223-224) . Funamizu… had demanded distinct frames of animation showing each character reacting appropriately to every possible injury, so the impact of blows would be felt as keenly as possible by the player. But those few frames of pained animation prevented the player from blocking, and gave the opponent grace to land a second blow, and then a third, and so on. Once the first blow had landed, there was no escape.
Combos weren't easy to pull off…They required skill and timing, a knowledge of which blow would link neatly to the next, and which move would create the most damage while leaving the combo open for the follow up" (Curran, 2004, page 33) .
The emergence of combos as a distinct skill and knowledge base was the outcome of the way in which movement was represented spatially through the cutting of time into distinct frames of animation. In SF IV the game itself runs at 60 frames of animation a second, meaning that a single frame lasts one sixtieth of a second. The specific perceptual and somatic skills that are necessary to perform combos in the game are shaped by this seemingly contingent mathematic variable. Some combos in SF IV require the player to input moves within temporal windows of ten, five and even a single frame of animation. This means that skilled players regularly have to respond to what is happening on screen within one sixth, one twelfth or even one sixtieth of a second. It is hard to overstate how tiny such units of time are, let alone how difficult it is to input moves through the control stick within such windowsand to do so reliably.
Frame rate can be understood as a novel way of measuring and framing time because, historically, it was never supposed to be perceived by the human viewer. Like cinema, videogames are intended to be experienced as a continuous stream of motion, rather than a series of discrete frames. Cinema is usually shot at twenty four frames a second, but the viewer should perceive the content of the film and not the material movement of the film itself. As
Doane puts it:
"temporal continuity is in fact haunted by absence, by the lost time represented by the division between frames. During the projection of a film, the spectator is sitting in unperceived darkness for almost 40 percent of the running time" (Doane, 2003, page 172) .
Historically, this illusion has been accounted for through the concept of the afterimage-the idea that the viewer momentarily retains an image that is placed before them. However, more recent accounts suggest that the experience of movement is derived from a series of images because the speed at which they are played makes the difference between individual frames imperceptible to the human eye (Doane, 2003) .
Since combos emerged within SF II, Capcom has intentionally developed the combo and special moves systems of subsequent SF games. Capcom have achieved this by introducing 'power up' bars and meters that can be used to perform 'ex' and 'ultra' moves, which can themselves be utilised to create more complex and challenging combos. The complexity of these combos and the popularity of the games led to a formalisation and publication of knowledge about the underlying mechanics and systems of the game.
Originally published as lists of combos printed in specialist videogame magazines, this knowledge has most recently been formalised through the creation of tables of 'frame data' for characters' moves in SF IV (see Table 1 ).
The development of frame data begun with the fan communities themselves who created their own tables of data in order to improve their skills 2 . In 2 Fans create frame data by video recording specific moves and then slowing down the footage to count the number of frames for each part of a move. These unofficial tables of frame data can be found at sites such as www.eventhubs.com which lists frame data and strategy guides for all the characters in SF IV and other popular fighting games.
response, Capcom has published its own 'official' tables of frame data in an attempt to capitalise on player interest. As it will become clear in this paper, the frame data (from official or fan sources) provides players with new ways of conceptualising the game and, in doing so, offers them the information to respond in an appropriate way when an opponent attacks. Frame data presents and quantifies each move in the game in terms of the amount of frames it takes to complete and the frames of 'advantage' each move provides. Frame data breaks each move down into three components: 'Execution, Active and Recovery' (or 'Startup', 'Active' and 'Recover' in Table 1 Take the frame data for Ryu's close light punch (the first line of data in Table   1 ). From Startup to Recovery, Ryu's close light punch takes twelve frames of animation to complete. This is equivalent to 0.2 of a second. This is broken up into three frames of Startup animation, three frames of Attack animation, and six frames of Recovery. If the punch hits the opponent, it gives the player a five frame 'Hit Advantage' where the opponents character is stunned and cannot respond. In order to link Ryu's light punch to another move, the player has to respond within these five frames The player can link Ryu's light punch to another light punch because the Startup animation is three frames for the following punch. There are five frames of animation after the player's initial light punch in which the opponent is stunned, during this window the move can be executed again. The player has a margin of error of two frames of animation (equivalent to 1/30 th of a second) to successfully perform the link from one light punch to the next. In this way, frame data is a complex system for analysing the seemingly imperceptible flow of animation at 60 frames a second that has been developed, by both fans and developers, in order to exploit the underlying animation system of the game.
For Sobchack (2009) , the term animation is a contradictory concept.
Animation refers both to the vital, creative movement of life and living bodies and the automatic and mechanical movement of dead machines. Thinking through the materiality of frames and frame data, the animation system in SF IV is not simply about vital or mechanical movement alone. Instead, the animation system is a meeting point at which relations between living and dead matter become reorganised. Drawing upon Stiegler, the frame data can be understood as a 'system of traces' (embodied in the numbers that make up the charts of data) that translate the phenomenological flow of animation moving at sixty frames a second into a series of static figures that can be reflected upon and analysed outside of the context of the game. As Stiegler Drawing upon Stiegler's account of the relationship between materiality, corporeality and inscription, the frame data in SF IV can be usefully rethought as helping players become sensitive to and aware of different units of measured time. The frame data form part of an assemblage between player and game and producing a specific technicity which operates to reframe capacities for temporal experience. Frame data works to represent and quantify units of time far below conscious awareness and, in doing so, provides an equipmental context for the opening of temporal windows at increasingly small intervals in players' perceptions. Drawing upon Stiegler's account of technicity as a 'durable fixing of the now', we can begin to consider how the frame data operates to technically frame and mediate habit and in doing so shape the temporal consciousness of highly skilled SF IV players.
Much like the temporal marker of a clock, the frame data operates to measure change through the equalization of a duration of time. As Stiegler, via Heidegger, puts it: "the clock measures time (or change) by comparing the duration of an event "to identical sequences on the clock [,] and [it] can thereby be numerically determined (Heidegger, 1992 , page 4e)" (Stiegler, 1998 page 212). The equipmental context of the frame data is the discreet numbers and tables that name, partition and separate out parts of the move into a series of decontextualised elements. In Stiegler's terms, the frame data works as a 'vice' to enable a determination of time into a specific unit (the frame) that can then be worked into the somatic habits of dedicated players. But, at the same time, this framing also opens up a series of further indeterminations.
A range of previously unknown moves and combos can become apparent and available to players once the frame data from various moves can be compared. These moves and combos open opportunities in the game, but they also work to determine future possibilities.
By formalizing the simple mathematics within the animation and move system in the game as a set of frame data, players are able to open up the potential to develop new sensitivities to temporal experience. This is not a simple process of calculating what moves are possible within a given situation and then acting upon this calculation; It involves a difficult process of learning the perceptual windows in which links must be performed into the habitual capacities of the body. To the causal onlooker, a light punch is gone as soon as it arrives. But, for the experienced SF IV player, who is familiar with frame data, the punch has a specific temporal window in which a follow up move can be performed.
There are a number of ways in which the frame data is enrolled into competitive and professional players' practices with the game. Firstly, the frame data can be viewed on a computer, laptop or smartphone screen, or it can be printed out onto paper. this allows the data to be used as a reference guide before and after match play. For example, if a player is continuously being attacked with a move or combo they can look up the frame data for that move and work out a move that they can respond with that has a lower start up or recovery value. The data works as a memory aid to inform the broader strategy of the player as they compete. Secondly, data for key moves and characters can be memorized and drawn upon in match play itself. Players may know the data for popular characters moves because they are likely to encounter them within match play on a fairly regular basis. Here the memorization of frame data can inform strategy at key points during a match.
For example, when opponents have little energy left the player can use frame data to work out the best opportunity to land a killer move or combo.
As such, the individual frames of animation that make up the basis of the combo system in SF IV and the frame data itself act as a temporal framing device. The specific duration of the frame serves to break up the flow of time through a process of distinction and separation into a discreet unit. This unit then forms the basis for new potential sensitivities of temporal awareness.
These forms of temporal awareness are technically habituated into the body through the development of a series of bodily habits, which I outline in the next section.
Habit and generating temporal sensitivity in the body
For many SF IV players, the joy and frustration of the game is learning to perform complex moves and combos in match play. Execution is a key part of this learning process. Even once competent players have learnt key aspects of their chosen character's frame data, the temporal windows in which the inputs have to be performed can still be too small to be performed in reaction to what other players are doing. As one player puts it: "There is no way you can react to it [an opponents move], but you can anticipate it. Its anticipation over reaction. There are times when you can react to things, but 70% of the time its anticipation" (interview with competitive SF IV player) Indeed, within geography and other disciplines the existence of a half second delay between action and cognition has been much debated (see Libet et al, 1979 , Thrift 2002 , Massumi 2002 , and critics such as Pockett 2002 , Trevena and Miller 2002 , Bennett et al 2003 , Durgin and Sternberg 2002 , Leys 2011 . Rather than comment directly on the reality of such a delay, I want to point to the ways in which players actively attempt to linger, transgress and play at the edges of a conscious limit that seems to exist well below this half second threshold. In SF IV, players utilise frame data as an external measure to differentiate between single frames of animation in an attempt to open up this delay in order to improve their game. I turn to the notion of habit here in order to theorise how these skills emerge as complex forms of habituated action. In this section, I outline two bodily techniques of habit and perception that players utilise to play at the thresholds of temporal distinctions that are unavailable or inaccessible to consciousness: 'buffering' and 'plinking'.
Buffering is a key technique used by competent SF IV players to reduce the temporal gap between action and reaction that operates as a biological limit on the potentials of human perception when an opponent attacks. Buffering refers to inputting parts of the move commands on the control stick in advance of performing the full move in order to respond more quickly to an emerging situation. As one player puts it: In this way, buffering works to overcome the indeterminate, inaccessible space between action and perception. However, when performing a combo, this buffering technique cannot be used because the inputs required by the system to perform the move require exact temporal intervals to be successful.
It is only through conscious practice and the development of habit that players can begin to perform the complex combos in the game. For Ravaisson, habit is "what remains of a repeated change" (Malabou, 2008, page viii) . Habit can be understood in a general sense as the outcome between two opposing forces: action and passion.
"Passion is the manner of being that has its immediate cause in something other than the being to which it belongs. Action is the manner of being whose immediate cause is the being to which that manner of being belongs. Action and passion are thus opposed to each other; and the coming together of these contraries contains all the possible forms of existence" (2008 page 43).
Habit in this sense become generated in relation to particular environments and technologies. In Dewsbury's words: "Habit simultaneously enacts two agonistic powers: the weakening of passivity and the exaltation of activity. Take a new encounter that might stimulate a change in habit, this is first received with passivity in the passive affections of the body (can you balance your body on the two wheels of a bike?). If this affect is joyful (in that it increases the capacity to be), the encounter is desired again" (2011 page 151).
The outcome of these antagonisms is that these habits can also become instinctive: "habit transforms voluntary movements into instinctive movement" (Ravaisson 2008, page 59) . The temporal recalibration of perception operates through the development of this instinctive movement, embodied in the repetition of action. Take, for example, one players account of learning a difficult 'link' combo in SF IV's training mode.
"Personally, it happens so fast it's hard to break down the relationship between the image, the sound and the input. But, for me, learning new combos is all about rhythm. You feel when the right time is to do the next input" (interview with competitive SF IV player).
The player argues that, at first, the necessary inputs to perform a combo are beyond the limits of his visual awareness. The relationship between image, sound and input are too closely tied to work out the specific temporal relationship between these markers that will allow him to successfully perform the combo. He suggests that, in order to learn the move, players have to break the combo down into its individual components.
"The hardest combo I can do it crouching light kick, crouching light punch, crouching strong punch to hurricane kick [a spinning kick performed by turning the control stick a quarter circle away from the direction the players character is facing and then pressing any kick button]. When I first started learning the combo, I could do it maybe one in ten times…So what I did was break down the combo. Get down the basic crouching light kick, light punch so there was no question this was always going to happen. Then the key part of it was the transition from the crouching light punch to the crouching hard punch because there is also Startup animation for any move. So crouching hard punch is quite a powerful move…and takes quite a while to initiate after you hit the button. So that is quite a tight window and was a key one to learn" (interview with competitive SF IV player).
For the above player, the hardest part of the combo is the transition from the light punch to the hard punch. This is because it has the smallest temporal window in which the link between the two moves can successfully be made.
However, the player is only able to articulate this point clearly because of the prior exteriorisation of this phenomenological experience into a broader discourse of knowledge and language regarding the animation system and frames of the game. The player breaks down the combo into its individual moves-light kick, light punch, hard punch and hurricane kick. It is only then that he can break each move into its consecutive components. Furthermore, it is only when equipped with the idea that each move is formed from a Start up, Execution and Recovery period (that is provided by the frame data) that he can begin to assess what part of the combo he needs to practice. In this specific case, the difficult link is between the Recovery of the crouching light punch and the Frame Advantage it provides and the Startup of the crouching hard punch. The data, and the language used to describe the data, therefore offers an accuracy to the players practice that would not be possible without this language.
"You have to defeat your own perception of when it should be in terms of the animation just to learn by trial and error when it will actually be.
It's not a case of looking to see when his [the character Ryu's] hand and arm pulls back. You have to learn when it works and then look at the screen retroactively. You don't lead with the visual, you lead with the success of the inputs. You then try and find signs that indicate this is when it should be. Once you have done it a few times right, you will notice Ryu's arm is back so far and that is when its time to do the hard punch" (interview with competitive SF IV player).
From this excerpt, we can clearly see how this competitive player has to rework his own perceptual relations between vision, touch and action.
Ravaisson might argue that the development of this habit emerges from the players body itself: '[a]ction is the manner of being whose immediate cause is the being to which that manner of being belongs' (2008 p59). In the above player's own words, he has to actively 'defeat' his naturalized processes of perception and habitually inscribe new relations between thought and action into his body (which participant one discusses as a process of learning).
Bateson terms this transformation of voluntary movement into instinctive movement the 'economy of consciousness ' (1972 page 143) . In Bateson's account, habit becomes a way of freeing up the limited capacities of consciousness to deal with more complex tasks or events in an environment. In doing so, the less important tasks are dealt with by the underlying embodiment of habit. However, thinking through the technicity of the frames and frame data which underlie SF IV complicates this account.
Developing the concept of technicity as a 'durable fixing of the now', it is possible to argue that the temporal windows of sense that become second nature in habit demonstrate the technically constituted nature of (human) habit itself. As Ravaisson puts it: "Habit is an acquired nature, a second nature that has its ultimate ground in primitive nature, but which alone explains the latter to the understanding. It is, finally, a natured nature, the product and successive revelation of naturing nature" (2008, page 59).
As an 'acquired nature', the development of habits can be actively used to develop techniques for transgressing the seemingly determined unit of time presented by the individual frames of animation. Particular habits employed while playing SF IV do not simply move from consciousness to unconsciousness, but can be actively brought to consciousness and reworked. easier… The best example where plinking is useful is where you are trying to link a crouching medium punch to crouching medium punch.
That's quite a lengthy animation and there's quite a small window to try and link them both. When you plink you press two buttons at once.
Instead of just pressing medium punch, medium punch, you press medium and light punch, medium and light punch [together] . It's a way of lengthening the window in which you can make the combo. It gives the computer the impression you are pressing light punch rather than medium and its much easier to link light punch to light punch.
Basically its giving you more time to link the two punches together" (interview with competitive SF IV player).
Plinking works by transgressing the frame as a specific unit of duration.
Hitting two punch or kick buttons together opens up the temporal window in which a link can be successfully made. This particular player plinks light punch and medium punch in order to make the link between two medium punches easier.
The technicity of time, durably fixed around the frame rate, can be actively reworked and re-fixed around a different set of technical relations. This is not a matter of the player subjectively analysing the scene in a more informed way (through the knowledge of how plinking operates, for example). Instead, the player actively creates more time in which to successfully link moves to one another. The frame data, therefore, allows players to actively investigate and explore the underlying computational system of SF IV and translate this into the development of new technicities of time. In the case of plinking, time is opened up and expanded as the computer is 'tricked' into giving the player more time to make the links between moves. In turn, these techniques form the basis of new structures of temporal awareness and habit. The inscription of these habits into the body can be a source of both great joy and frustration for players. Most players encounter real difficulty in producing consistent execution of combos, moves and other techniques. What this points to is the precarious nature of the phenomenalities that are generated during play.
Conclusion
This paper has developed the concept of technicity to understand how human sense is organised around particular technologies (in this case SF IV). In doing so, I have pointed out the ways in which SF IV players become sensitised to new units of temporality and how these sensitivities allow them to respond to events within incredibly small temporal windows.
The broader argument is that technology always has and always will alter human phenomenality in some way. As Stiegler suggests, all technology has a specific technicity-a way of disclosing 'the now' for human consciousness.
What are the politics of such shifts in phenomenality? In the context of SF IV, players become sensitised to incredibly small units of time. How do other types of interface shape this sensitivity and to what ends? These questions move far beyond the remit of this paper. However the paper does offer a way for beginning to think about how the technicity of these frames are constructed and their effects on the structuring of bodily habit and perception.
